We have paired the Second Data Release of the Large Area Survey of the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey with the Fifth Data Release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey to identify ten cool white dwarf candidates, from their photometry and astrometry. Of these ten, one was previously known to be a very cool white dwarf. We have obtained optical spectroscopy for seven of the candidates using the GMOS-N spectrograph on Gemini North, and have confirmed all seven as white dwarfs. Our photometry and astrometry indicates that the remaining two objects are also white dwarfs. Model analysis of the photometry and available spectroscopy shows that the seven confirmed new white dwarfs, and the two new likely white dwarfs, have effective temperatures in the range T eff = 5400−6600 K.
Introduction
White dwarfs are the end stage of stellar evolution for the vast majority of stars -all stars less massive than 8 M ⊙ end their lives as cooling white dwarfs. The coolest white dwarfs can therefore constrain the age of the Galactic disk, or even of the halo, if such objects can be found. Most white dwarfs consist of a C/O core with an outer envelope composed of helium and/or hydrogen, with occasional traces of metals. The ratio of the number of hydrogen-rich to helium-rich white dwarfs is a function of T eff , and the chemical evolution of white dwarf atmospheres is complex (e.g. Bergeron, Leggett & Ruiz 2001; Tremblay & Bergeron 2008) . The mass and composition of both the core and the atmosphere controls the cooling rate of the white dwarf. Bergeron et al. (2001) use atmospheric and evolutionary models to analyse a sample of white dwarfs with measured trigonometric parallaxes to show that the coolest of these white dwarfs, with T eff ∼4000-4500 K, are 9-10 Gyr old if they have a thick hydrogen atmosphere, and 8-9
Gyr old if they have a helium-rich atmosphere. These ages are consistent with the age of the local Galactic disk (e.g. Leggett et al. 1998 ).
Several groups are trying to find even cooler and older white dwarfs in order to confirm the age of the disk, and to investigate the ages of older Galactic components. The Hubble Space Telescope has enabled the detection of white dwarf cooling sequences in clusters; Hansen et al. (2007) has recently identified hydrogen-rich white dwarfs with cooling ages of 11 Gyr at the truncation of the white dwarf sequence in the 11.5 Gyr old globular cluster NGC 6397. Oppenheimer et al. (2001) identified a sample of high-velocity white dwarfs which was inferred to be a halo population by their kinematics. However Reid et al. (2001) suggest that the majority of this sample has kinematics consistent with thick disk membership, and analysis of the sample by Bergeron et al. (2005) found that the white dwarfs were relatively warm, implying relatively short cooling ages. The age of the -4 -Oppenheimer et al. sample remains a matter of debate (e.g. Ducourant et al. 2007 and references therein).
Very cool white dwarfs are unambiguously old, as their total age is dominated by the large cooling time. Such white dwarfs have been found in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) . Kilic et al. (2006) use the SDSS and US Naval Observatory catalog (USNO-B; Monet et al. 2003) to identify cool white dwarfs using a reduced proper motion (RPM) diagram. The RPM is defined as H mag = mag + (5 × log(µ)) + 5
( 1) where the proper motion µ is measured in arcseconds per year. Here the apparent magnitude (mag) and µ are used as a proxy for absolute magnitude for a sample with similar kinematics (see e.g. Jones 1972 ). Kilic et al. (2006) have spectroscopically confirmed several white dwarfs with 15.7 < r < 19.7 using the RPM diagram, including sixteen with T eff around 4000 K or cooler. The RPM diagram was also used by Carollo et al. (2006) to identify cool white dwarf candidates in the Guide Star Catalog II (GCS-II) database, of which 24, with 15 < R F < 20, were confirmed by spectroscopy to be previously unknown white dwarfs. Hall et al. (2008) recently identified an r = 18.8 halo white dwarf candidate in the SDSS from its spectrum and high proper motion. Vidrih et al. (2007) also used the RPM diagram to identify over 1000 cool white dwarf candidates in a deeply imaged SDSS region known as Stripe 82, including 24 candidates that may be cooler than 4000 K, and 34 halo white dwarf candidates. These candidates, which have 18 < r < 22, are yet to be confirmed spectroscopically.
Low-temperature hydrogen-rich white dwarf atmospheres are at high pressures, and
show strong pressure-induced molecular hydrogen (H 2 ) opacity. This opacity has a broad absorption feature around 2 µm, which affects the H and K near-infrared bands, centered -5 -near 1.65 and 2.2 µm, respectively. When T eff decreases below 4000 K, the opacity also impacts the red (0.8 µm) and far-red (1.1 µm) colors (Borysow 2002) . Harris et al. (2001) and Gates et al. (2004) used this feature to identify and confirm six extremely cool white dwarfs, with 18.9 ≤ r ≤ 19.6, by their unusual SDSS colors. Harris et al. (2008) extend this study and present an additional seven cool white dwarfs with 18.7 ≤ r ≤ 20.4 found in the SDSS by their colors. Rowell et al. (2008) in a similar way identified an R F = 17.8 ultracool white dwarf in the SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey ) from its BRI colors.
Although analysis of white dwarfs with such cold and high-pressure atmospheres is difficult (e.g. Bergeron & Leggett 2002) it is important to add to the still small sample of cool and old white dwarfs. Not only do these objects impart information about the history of the Galaxy, but improving our understanding of the physics of such atmospheres is of general significance, for example for modelling cool high-pressure planetary and brown dwarf atmospheres.
In this paper we present the results of a search of the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007 ) for cool white dwarfs. We identified our sample by pairing the optical photometry given in the SDSS Data Release Number 5 (DR5; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007 ) with the infrared photometry in Data Release Number 2 of the Large Area Survey (LAS) of UKIDSS (DR2; Warren et al. 2007b ). Both techniques described above were utilized -candidates were selected using the RPM diagram, and also by color, selecting for the presence of H 2 opacity. The following sections describe the LAS ( §2), the sample selection ( §3), the results of our spectroscopic follow-up ( §4) and model analysis ( §5), and a discussion of these results ( §6). We show that we have discovered faint and cool white dwarfs with 19.5 ≤ r ≤ 20.6 and 5400 ≤ T eff (K) ≤ 6600.
-6 -
The UKIDSS Large Area Survey
UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007 ) is a large-scale infrared survey conducted with the UK InfraRed Telescope (UKIRT) Wide Field Camera (WFCAM; Casali et al. 2007 ). WFCAM uses filters following the Mauna Kea Observatories specification (Tokunaga, Simons & Vacca 2002) , and the UKIDSS photometric system is described by Hewett et al. (2006) . 
Sample Selection
We have used Structured Query Language (SQL) and the WFCAM Science Archive to carry out a cross-correlation of the UKIDSS LAS DR2 and SDSS DR5 databases. We have restricted our queries of the LAS database to detections classified as point sources ("mergedClass" parameter equal to −1 2 ) and to good detections only ("ppErrBits" <256
3 ) to avoid cross talk 4 and other artefacts. Similar queries were used to find brown dwarfs in the field and in open clusters (Lodieu et al. 2007a, b, c) ; additional examples and details can be found in Hambly et al. (2008 4 Cross-talk artefacts are due to the presence of a nearby bright star.
-8 -and included color cuts as well as a lower limit on the proper motion, as described below.
Sources were matched by requiring the presence of a "primary" SDSS source within 2 ′′ of the LAS coordinates. Increasing the search radius to 5 ′′ picked up either no additional source, or additional sources that were clearly matched to other UKIDSS sources. The query returned coordinates, photometry and errors from both surveys, as well as the proper motion (Tables 1 and 2 ).
The proper motion was computed from the difference in the LAS DR2 and SDSS DR5
coordinates. The WFCAM astrometry is tied to the 2MASS point source catalogue and has a systematic accuracy of < 0. ′′ 1 rms (Dye et al. 2006) . Figure 1 shows the size of the scatter in the difference between the SDSS DR5 and LAS DR2 astrometry, as a function of J-band brightness. For the sources considered here, with 18.7 ≤ J ≤ 19.5, the typical uncertainty is 0. ′′ 025 to 0. ′′ 04. The LAS and SDSS epochs differ by 2 to 7 years for all our candidates, and 2 to 4 years for our confirmed white dwarfs. Hence our lower limit to proper motion of 0.1 arcsec yr −1 can be measured to > 5σ. We note that the proper motion measured for the brightest white dwarf in our sample using the SDSS DR2 and USNO-B catalogs is in good agreement with our value -the WFCAM data gives (µ α , µ δ ) of (+0.142, −0.084) cf.
(+0.128, −0.072) arcsec yr −1 (Kilic et al. 2006 ).
Our color selections were based on a combination of published and modelled colors of cool (T eff < 7000 K) hydrogen-rich white dwarfs, as available in July 2007. An initial search using Bergeron et al. (1995) model colors only, for T eff ≤ 4000 K produced no matches. We applied the following selections to the SDSS DR5 and LAS DR2 databases, where the gri are AB magnitudes and the JHK are Vega magnitudes:
2) were also included if the g − r, r − i and J − H criteria were met. To avoid saturation we selected objects fainter than J = 14.0; the lower limit on J is set by the requirements of a blue J − H color and a detection at H. We selected objects fainter than the 5σ H detection limit of 18.8; we identified objects as faint as H = 19.7
although that results in highly uncertain H magnitudes, as we discuss further below.
This query was designed to pick up neutral to red stellar sources in g − r, with blue near-infrared colors indicating pressure-induced H 2 opacity in the near-infrared. Very red sources (g − i > 1.8) were excluded as these are likely to be subdwarfs for the reduced
proper motion values considered here (H g > 20, see e.g. Figure 1 of Kilic et al. 2006 ). Thus our search is designed to find cool sources with high-pressure hydrogen-rich atmospheres.
The query returned 586 objects.
The sample size was reduced by requiring a proper motion larger than 0.
(corresponding to a >∼5σ detection on the total motion, as described above). Our sample has g = 20 − 21, hence this proper motion selection implies reduced proper motions H g > 20, appropriate for discovering previously unrecognized white dwarfs in the old disk and halo (cf. Figure 1 of Kilic et al. 2006) . The proper motion cut reduced the sample to ten objects. Of these ten objects, seven were accessible over the allocated telescope time period and had no spectra, one had already been identified and observed by Kilic et al. (2006) and two others were inaccessible. Table 1 lists the astrometry and reduced proper motion for all ten candidates, and Table 2 gives their SDSS and LAS photometry from the latest releases, i.e. SDSS DR6 and LAS DR3.
Our databases search did not pick up any of the other recently identified cool white dwarfs described in §1, either because the sources were outside the LAS DR2 sky area or the color criteria (usually the blue near-infrared colors) were not met. For example, only -10 -three out of the 112 white dwarfs reported by Kilic et al. (2006) of the recently published cool white dwarfs (or white dwarf candidates) described above.
Our color selections are indicated. While the gri selection picks up both warm to cool stars and white dwarfs, the cut J − H < −0.1 should eliminate all but the hydrogen-rich white dwarfs with T eff < 4000 K, according to the models. An important caveat is that selecting candidates that are faint and blue in the near-infrared produces sources that are very faint at H, and so the errors in J − H are significant (see Figure 2 and Table 2 ). The uncertainties in the fainter half of the sample with H > 19.0 may also be underestimated; extrapolation of the uncertainties for the brighter sources suggests that these should have σH ∼ 0.5 mag cf. 0.3 mag. We address this further in the data analysis presented in §5. however targets with r > 20.5 were impractical for followup in the allocated telescope time, and some targets were unreachable. Our sampling of the 586 SDSS+LAS targets with
35 is 90% complete for the sources with r < 20.3 but only 25% complete for those with 20.3 < r < 20.5.
Spectroscopic Observations
Ten hours of Gemini North observing time was granted to this project through program GN-2007B-DD-6. Table 3 gives the total on-source exposure time for the seven targets, and the dates on which they were observed. We obtained long-slit spectroscopy with the GMOS-N instrument (Hook et al. 2004 ) during dark photometric and non-photometric conditions. The 1 ′′ slit was used with the R150 grating providing a resolution of ∼ 17 nm, for the typical delivered seeing of 0. ′′ 7 FWHM. We blocked second-order contamination from wavelengths shorter than ∼450 nm by using the G0305 filter. The wavelength coverage obtained was 460 -950 nm, however detector fringing affected the spectra longwards of 820 nm. For this initial investigation of the SDSS+LAS candidate list we chose wide wavelength coverage, and so low resolution, with good coverage of the red. The wide wavelength coverage ensured that we could confidently identify subdwarfs or other non-white dwarf contaminants, and the extension to the red allowed detection of far-red pressure-induced H 2 effects, should any be present.
Flatfielding and wavelength calibration were achieved using lamps in the on-telescope calibration unit. The standard star HZ 44 was used to determine the instrument response curve, and flux calibrate the spectra. The data were reduced using routines supplied in the featureless. Hence all seven of our observed candidates are confirmed to be white dwarfs.
Modelling the Observed Colors and Spectra

Description of the Models and Fitting Technique
The model atmospheres used in this analysis are described at length in Bergeron et al. (1995 , with updates given in Bergeron et al. 2001 . These models are in local thermodynamic equilibrium, they allow energy transport by convection, and they can be calculated with arbitrary amounts of hydrogen and helium. Synthetic colors are obtained using the procedure outlined in Holberg & Bergeron (2006) based on the Vega fluxes taken from Bohlin & Gilliland (2004) .
The method used to fit the photometric data is similar to that described in Bergeron 
where R/D is the ratio of the radius of the star to its distance from Earth. Our fitting procedure relies on the nonlinear least-squares method of Levenberg-Marquardt, which is based on a steepest descent method. The value of χ 2 is taken as the sum over all bandpasses of the difference between both sides of equation (3), properly weighted by the corresponding observational uncertainties. Since our models do not include the red wing opacity from Ly α calculated by Kowalski & Saumon (2006) , we neglect here the u bandpass in our fitting procedure since this opacity may be important in the ultraviolet region. We also neglect the H-band data due to the large uncertainties in these data. For one of our white dwarfs, ULAS J1522+08, the (faint) z-band magnitude appeared discrepant, compared to both other wavelengths and to the models, and was ignored.
We consider only T eff and the solid angle π(R/D) 2 free parameters. The uncertainties of T eff and the solid angle are obtained directly from the covariance matrix of the fit. Since the distance to each object in our sample is not known, we assume a value of log g = 8.0 in the following analysis. White dwarfs have been shown to have a very strongly peaked mass and surface gravity distribution (e.g. Bergeron et al. 1992; Liebert, Bergeron & Holberg -14 -2005; Kepler et al. 2008) . DA white dwarfs have a mean mass of 0.6 ± 0.1 M ⊙ while DBs are slightly more massive with 0.7 ± 0.1 M ⊙ ; these ranges infer a likely range in gravity for our sample of 7.7 ≤ log g ≤ 8.3.
Figures 5 through 7 show the model fits to the observational data, assuming log g = 8.0.
For most of the sample, relatively warm temperatures are derived of T eff ≈ 6000 K; for these the uncertainty in T eff due to the photometric scatter is around 180 K (Figures 5 and   6 ). Experiments including the H-band data in the fits, both with the nominal photometric uncertainty, and with twice the nominal uncertainty (as might be expected for the faintest objects, based on an extrapolation of the S/N of the brighter objects), gave differences in derived temperature of only ∼ 30 K; hence the uncertainty in T eff is dominated by the photometric scatter. (Fits to the spectral energy distributions with ∆T eff = 400 K, i.e.
around twice the error derived from the scatter, produce synthetic fluxes that fall well outside the error bars for the z, Y and J datapoints.) All the H-band datapoints appear faint because of our selection for objects with apparently blue J − H color. The faint magnitudes and associated large photometric errors have scattered relatively warm white dwarfs into our target selection.
The previously known dwarf SDSS J2242+00 recovered in our selection, however, is a low-temperature white dwarf. This object is much cooler than the rest of the sample, and we show below we can produce a good fit with T eff = 3820 ± 100 K (Figure 7 ). For this object both the u and g photometry was ignored, due to the missing Ly α opacity which has a larger impact at lower temperatures (e.g. Figure 4 of Kowalski & Saumon 2006 ).
-15 -
Surface Gravity, Composition and Temperature
Since the energy distributions are not particularly sensitive to log g in the temperature range considered here, our assumption of log g = 8.0 for all objects will not affect our T eff estimates. For instance, a variation of ±0.5 dex in log g yields differences in effective temperature of ±15 K on average. This is much smaller than the uncertainty due to the photometric variations.
The effect of the presence of helium on the predicted energy distributions and spectra of DA stars in this temperature range is discussed in detail in Bergeron et al. (1997; see their §5.4 and Figures 23 and 24) . Note that He I lines become spectroscopically invisible for T eff < 10000 K, and so we would not detect helium features in our sample. While an atmospheric composition of N(He)/N(H) = 1 will not affect the energy distribution and thus the temperature estimates significantly for T eff ≈ 6000 K, the Hα line profiles are predicted to be much more shallow than in the pure hydrogen models. Hence the sharpness of the Hα absorption profiles reported here for six of the white dwarfs imply that these objects have hydrogen-rich atmospheres. The differences in T eff that would be derived for the pure-helium fit range from 20 K to 120 K, for these white dwarfs with 5400 < T eff < 6600 K (Figures 5 and 6 ). For the seventh white dwarf, ULAS J0302+00, the lack of hydrogen features similarly constrains the atmosphere to be helium-rich. In this case however the difference in temperature between the two composition fits is only 20 K ( Figure 5 ).
Neither pure-hydrogen or pure-helium atmospheres produced a good fit to the energy distribution of the very cool white dwarf SDSS J2242+00, discovered by Kilic et al. (2006) .
Instead, a good fit was found using a model with almost identical amounts of hydrogen and helium ( Figure 7 ). In this case the featureless spectrum does not constrain the composition, as hydrogen lines would not be present at this low a temperature.
-16 -For the two white dwarf candidates without spectra, ULAS J1528+06 and ULAS J1554+08, Figure 6 shows that, if white dwarfs, these objects are relatively warm with 6060 ≤ T eff ≤ 6330 K. The faintness of the sources, combined with their significant proper motion, suggests that these objects are indeed evolved white dwarf remnants. These values are also given in Table 4 , together with the uncertainty in T eff -due to photometric scatter -as well as that in the implied cooling age, distance and velocityall of which are primarily due to the uncertainty in gravity (or mass). We discuss the implications of these findings below.
Discussion
Nine of the sample of ten white dwarfs found in our search have 5400 < T eff < 6600 K.
The evolutionary models imply that their cooling ages are 1.8 -3.6 Gyr if they are 0.6 M ⊙ white dwarfs, and around 2 Gyr older or 1 Gyr younger if they are more or less massive (see §5.1 and Table 4 ). The range in gravity used here of ±0.3 dex corresponds to a range in mass of ∼ ±0.2M ⊙ . Recent studies of the initial-final mass relation (Catalán et al. 2008 , Kalirai et al. 2008 suggest that low-mass stars can produce relatively high-mass white dwarf remnants. Specifically, a 1.0 M ⊙ star will produce a 0.50 M ⊙ white dwarf, and a 2.0 M ⊙ star will produce a 0.60 M ⊙ white dwarf. As the main sequence lifetimes of such stars are 10 -2 Gyr, it is impossible to constrain the total age of our nine ∼6000 K white dwarfs;
-17 -if they have the canonical white dwarf mass the total age is ∼5 Gyr, however if they are even slightly less massive they may be much older.
The tenth source discovered by Kilic et al. (2006) , SDSS J2242+00, is brighter, closer and cooler than the other objects in the sample. The evolutionary models give it a cooling age of 8.7 Gyr. Hence SDSS J2242+00 is clearly old with a total age >9 Gyr.
The models and data allow us to estimate distances and tangential velocities for the white dwarfs in our sample (Table 4) . Bergeron, Ruiz & Leggett (1997, their Figure 34) and Holberg, Bergeron & Gainninas (2008) show that distances determined using absolute cf. 30 km s −1 . Allowing for a range in gravity, the LAS white dwarfs may be ∼30 pc closer or more distant, which translates into a range of velocities of 60-140 km s −1 (Table 4 ). The sense of the gravity effect is that more massive white dwarfs will have a longer cooling age and be closer and slower, and vice versa. Even allowing for a generous range in mass for our LAS white dwarf sample, their distances and motions remain large. Parallax determination will be difficult for these white dwarfs.
The galaxy simulations of Robin et al. (2003) and Haywood, Robin & Crézé (1997) predict scale heights, velocity dispersions and ages for the thin and thick disk and stellar -18 -halo (or spheroid) components of our Galaxy. The ages of these three components are 0 -10 Gyr, 11 Gyr and 14 Gyr, respectively; the UV W dispersions are 20 -40 km s −1 for thin disk stars older than 3 Gyr, 40 -70 km s −1 for the thick disk, and 80 -130 km s −1 for the halo. The scale heights are 100 -160 pc for the thin disk, and 800 pc for the thick disk.
The high velocities of the T eff ∼ 6000 K LAS white dwarfs are suggestive of thick disk or even halo membership. Given the short cooling age, this implies that they would then be remnants of thick disk or halo late-F or G stars. Alternatively, they may be younger thin disk remnants with high velocities, such as described in Bergeron (2003) . Conversely, SDSS J2242+00 appears to be old and nearby, with a low space motion. The velocities could be consistent with thick disk membership if there is a significant radial component. A parallax for this white dwarf would be helpful for further analysis.
Although our J − H selection was designed to pick up T eff < 4000 K sources ( Figure   2 ), only one was found, together with significantly warmer sources. Pushing the LAS to its limits led to large uncertainties in the H magnitude, hence warmer white dwarfs were scattered into our catalog selection. The volume probed by Kilic et al. (2006) in their search of 3320 deg 2 of the second Data Release of the SDSS, to g ≈20 mag, is approximately three times larger than the volume probed here (the LAS DR2 area is around a factor of 12 smaller, while we reached a depth ∼ 1.6× larger). Kilic et al. found seven white dwarfs with T eff < 4000 K, hence we might have expected to find two cool white dwarfs, as opposed to the one found. Our color selections could have excluded some very cool white dwarfssee for example the location of the possible halo white dwarf (Hall et al. 2008) in Figure 2 , which is redder than both our g − r and J − H upper limits. Hall et al. state that this white dwarf is redder than predicted by any current model, indicating the complexity of the physics of these atmospheres. Having performed this initial search and demonstrated the validity of the technique, we will now refine our color selections and apply them to more -19 -recent and larger LAS data releases. We expect to discover more of these elusive remnants of the early history of the Galaxy.
Conclusions
We have searched 280 deg 2 of the second data release of the UKIDSS Large Area Survey for cool white dwarfs. Candidates were identified by pairing the database with the fifth data release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, and searching for high proper motion stars with neutral optical colors and blue near-infrared colors. A 100% success rate was found when we obtained optical spectroscopy of seven candidates; we also recovered a previously known cool white dwarf found in the SDSS database; we suggest that the remaining two stars in the sample are also white dwarfs.
The newly identified white dwarfs are relatively warm with T eff ≈ 6000 K. Of the seven with spectroscopy, six have hydrogen-rich atmospheres and the seventh has a helium-rich atmosphere. Their cooling age is around 2.5 Gyr. The previously known SDSS white dwarf is cool, with a mixed composition atmosphere and T eff = 3800 K; the cooling age is correspondingly larger at 9 Gyr. Our data does not allow us to constrain surface gravity or mass for our sample, and we cannot determine total age. The cooling age and estimated tangential velocity of the coolest object suggests that it is an old member of the disk of the Galaxy, with an age 10 -11 Gyr. The warmer white dwarfs have smaller cooling ages and higher estimated velocities -they may be remnants of low-mass stars and therefore 11 Gyr-old members of the thick disk, or they may be ∼5 Gyr-old thin disk remnants with high velocities.
We will expand this sample with continued larger-area data releases of the UKIDSS LAS. Based on the results presented here, we will refine our color selection and in the -20 -next data release we should find several cool -and therefore necessarily old -white dwarf remnants of early star formation in the thick disk or even of the halo of the Galaxy.
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b Unconfirmed as a white dwarf.
c Discovered in SDSS by Kilic et al. (2006) and confirmed spectroscopically by those authors. Our proper motion determination is in agreement with their estimate.
-27 - Blue dots indicate ∆T eff = 250 K. Color cuts used to select our sample are indicated by the red lines. Typical error bars are shown. Also shown is the location of the main sequence (small black dots) and the sample selected on color alone, before the proper motion cut was applied (larger black dots). gri are on the AB system, JH on the Vega system. Table 3 , and the instrument configuration is described in the text. The telluric oxygen A and B lines at 6867 and 7594Å have been removed for clarity. The linear regions seen for some white dwarfs are the gaps in the GMOS-N detectors.
F dwarf and F subdwarf spectra (Le Borgne et al. 2003 ) are shown at the top of the panel for comparison, where the spectra have been smoothed to the resolution of our data. The spectrum at the bottom of the panel is from Kilic et al. (2006) and is the cool SDSS white dwarf discovered by those authors and recovered in this work. shown. For SDSS J2242+00 both the pure-hydrogen and pure-helium fits to the photometry are poor; the modelled pure-hydrogen spectra shown are featureless as no absorption lines would be detected at 4610 K (a better fit to this object is shown in Figure 7 ).
-37 - Fig. 7 .-Model fits to SDSS J2242+00; this mixed-composition atmosphere fit is superior to the single composition fits shown in Figure 6 .
